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US Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood recently
announced the first-ever federally proposed guidelines to
encourage automobile
manufacturers to limit the
distraction risk for in-vehicle
electronic devices. The proposed voluntary guidelines
would apply to communications, entertainment, information gathering, and navigation devices or functions
that are not required to
safely operate the vehicle.
Issued by the Department’s
National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration
(NHTSA), the guidelines
would establish specific recommended criteria for electronic devices installed in
vehicles at the time they are
manufactured that require
visual or manual operation
by drivers. The announcement of the guidelines
comes just days after President Obama’s FY 2013
budget request, which includes $330 million over the
next 6 years for distracted
driving programs that increase awareness of the
issue and encourage stakeholders to take action.
“Distracted driving is a dangerous and deadly habit on
America’s roadways - that’s
why I’ve made it a priority to

encourage people to stay focused behind the wheel,” said
Secretary LaHood. “These
guidelines are a major step
forward in identifying real solutions to tackle the issue of
distracted driving for drivers of
all ages.” Geared towards
light vehicles (cars, SUV’s,
pickup trucks, minivans, and
other vehicles rated at not
more than 10,000 lbs gross
vehicle weight), the guidelines
proposed are the first in a series of guidance documents
NHTSA plans to issue to address sources of distraction
that require use of the hands
and/or diversion of the eyes
from the primary task of driving. In particular, the Phase I
proposed guidelines recently
released recommend criteria
that manufacturers can use to
ensure the systems or devices they provide in their vehicles are less likely to distract the driver with tasks not
directly relevant to safely operating the vehicle, or cause
undue distraction by engaging
the driver’s eyes or hands for
more than a very limited duration while driving. Electronic
warning system functions
such as forward-collision or
lane departure alerts would
not be subject to the proposed guidelines, since they
are intended to warn a driver

of a potential crash and are
not considered distracting
devices.
“We recognize that vehicle
manufacturers want to build
vehicles that include the
tools and conveniences
expected by today’s American drivers,” said NHTSA
Administrator David Strickland. “The guidelines we’re
proposing would offer realworld guidance to automakers to help them develop electronic devices
that provide features consumers want-without disrupting a driver’s attention
or sacrificing safety.”
NHTSA is also considering
future, Phase II proposed
guidelines that might address devices or systems
that are not built into the
vehicle but are brought into
the vehicle and used while
driving, including aftermarket and portable personal
electronic devices such as
navigation systems, smart
phones, electronic tablets
and pads, and other mobile
communications devices. A
third set of proposed guidelines may address voiceactivated controls to further
minimize distraction in factory-installed, aftermarket
and portable devices.
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AN INVITATION TO ALL IACAI MEMBERS:

Info. Contact Connie Harris at 317-416-5751
Date: Saturday, June 2nd, 2012
Open House from 4pm to 8pm
To get to the VFW from the south take
to exit
go left onto
Main St, cross RR Tracks, turn left onto Washington St. to VFW.
From the North take
to exit
turn right onto Main St. cross
RR Tracks, turn left onto Washington St. to VFW.
from North, turn left onto Main St., from South, turn right
onto Main St. and go to RR tracks, turn right onto Washington St. to
VFW
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PROPOSED NHTSA PHASE I GUIDELINES:
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)
��

Reduce complexity and
task length required by
the device;

��

Limit device operation
to one hand only
(leaving the other hand
to remain on the steering wheel to control the
vehicle);

��

��

Limit individual off-road
glances required for
device operation to no
more than two seconds
in duration;
Limit unnecessary visual information in the
driver’s field of view;

��

Limit the amount of
manual inputs required
for device operation.

The proposed guidelines
would also recommend the
disabling of the following
operations by in-vehicle
electronic devices while driving, unless the devices are
intended for use by passengers and cannot reasonably
be accessed or seen by the
driver, or unless the vehicle
is stopped and the transmission shift lever is in park.
��

��

Visual-manual internet
browsing;

��

Visual-manual social
media browsing;

��

Visual-manual navigation system destination
entry by address;

��

Visual-manual 10-digit
phone dialing;

��

Displaying to the driver
more than 30 characters of text unrelated to
the driving task.

Visual-manual text messaging;

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION TRAINING
IPTM

http://www.iptm.org/Schedule.aspx

NUCPS http://nucps.northwestern.edu/
course/crs_list.asp

6/11-15/2012
$825

Occupant Kinematics
Jacksonville, FL

6/11-15/2012
$795

Pedestrian/Bicycle Crash Invest.
9/24-10/5/2012 Crash Investigation II
Jacksonville, FL
$975
Evanston, IL
Digital Photography for Crash
10/8-12/2012 Vehicle Dynamics
Jacksonville, FL
$775
Evanston, IL
Event Data Recorder
10/15-26/2012 Traffic Crash Reconstruction I
Columbus, OH
$1050
Evanston, IL
Advanced Traffic Crash Invest.
10/29-11/2/2012 Traffic Crash Reconstruction II
Jacksonville, FL
$850
Evanston, IL
Heavy Vehicle ECM Data
3/7/2013
CDR Tech Level I
Jacksonville, FL
$125
Evanston, IL
Event Data Recorder
Jacksonville, FL

7/23-27/2012
$795
9/10-14/2012
$695
10/1-12/2012
$950
10/9-11/2012
$1050
11/5-9/2012
$695

To Register, visit the website or call: 904-6204786

9/10-21/2012
$975

Crash Investigation I
Evanston, IL

To Register, visit the website or call: 800-3234011
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IACAI ANNOUNCES TWO NEW BOARD OF
DIRECTOR’S MEMBERS
At the April 2012 IACAI Board of Director’s meeting in Greenwood, IN, two new BOD
members were elected to fill vacancies. These new members join Mike Beck, Mike
Cox, Bill Fullington, Loren Hansford, Mark Helms, Scott Poston, and Tim Spencer as
sitting board members.

– started with the Marion Co. Sheriff’s Dept. His first crash training
was in 1998. He is presently Crash Coordinator for Indianapolis Metropolitian P.D.
Doug received his advanced training through I.P.T.M. and is a Crash Reconstructionist.
– A member of the Lafayette P.D. He received his advance training
through I.P.T.M. During his career he has worked numerous fatalities, and has given
expert testimony in court. Mark is a state certified instructor. He is called out on all
fatals in Tippecanoe County, and is a member of the FACT Team of Tippecanoe Co.

DRIVER EDUCATION: IS IT HELPING?
alcohol awareness course for all drivers under
fic Safety Administration addressed the current 18. In 35 states, a teen can obtain an unrestricted license before 18 whether or not he/
state of Driver Education in the US and its inshe takes driver’s education. In 25 states, a
fluence on the performance and ability on
teen who takes driver’s education can get an
younger drivers. The primary question was
whether an overhaul of the current driver edu- unrestricted license at a younger age. Only 12
states had a specific curriculum guide for driver
cation practices could produce safer younger
education programs to use.
drivers. This question was raised after naThe conclusions reported in this document
tional traffic safety statistics showed that approximately 8 percent of all drivers, ages beseem to indicate that the current driver educatween 15 and 18 years old were involved in
tion programs appear to do a good job of preparing students to pass the licensing examinafatal car crashes, and that motor vehicle
crashes remain the leading cause of death for tions. The report states that the expectation
this same age group. (In contrast, 2010 traffic that driver education programs will reduce the
statistics for Indiana show that approximately
teen crash rate is unrealistic and beyond what
current practice can be expected to achieve.
10% of drivers aged 15-20 years old were involved in fatal car crashes). The report also
GDL systems give novice drivers experience
posed the question as to whether a new apunder adult supervision - studies document
proach to driver education would be beneficial.
that the GDL model does reduce the number of
After talking to BMV representatives from
16-17 year old driver crashes. Parents should
some 40 states, it was revealed that only 23
continue to be a part of the overall driver edustates required driver education for all drivers
cation experience.
under the age of 18. Six additional states reSource - “A Fresh Look At The State of Driver Education In America” by the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, DOT HS 811 615 April 2012
quired short pre-licensing courses or a drug/

A recent report by the National Highway Traf-
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IACAI SKILLS
This issue of IACAI Skills has to do with the use of Energy in Crash Reconstruction.

1. A 3,500 lb vehicle slides with a drag factor of .65 for 75 feet on one surface, then slides
another 100 feet on a second surface with a drag factor of .45. At the end of the second
surface the vehicle’s brakes are released and the vehicle is still going at 40 fps.
A. How much energy did the vehicle possess at the end of the second surface when the
brakes were released?
B. How much energy did the vehicle possess when it first began to skid?
C. What was the velocity of the vehicle when it first began to skid?
2. A vehicle weighing 4,200 lbs strikes another vehicle which weighs 3,600 lbs in the rear. The
vehicles were both going the same direction at the time of the impact. The collision was a
full impact with complete overlap. The struck vehicle moved off from the impact with a drag
factor of .50 for 150 feet. The movement of the striking vehicle after impact was unknown.
The damage to the front of the striking vehicle was similar to the same vehicle striking a
solid immovable barrier at 40 fps. The damage to the rear of the struck vehicle was similar
to the same vehicle striking a solid immovable barrier at 45 fps.
A. What was the after collision velocity of the struck vehicle?

Answers from
last issue:
1. False
2. True
3. False

B. What was the after collision velocity of the striking vehicle?

4. False

C. How much energy was dissipated in doing damage to the front of the striking vehicle?

5. True

D. How much energy was dissipated in doing damage to the rear of the struck vehicle?

6. False

E. What was the closing velocity of the striking vehicle on the struck vehicle?
F. What was the velocity of the striking vehicle at impact?
G. What was the velocity of the struck vehicle at impact?

7. False
8. False
9. True
10. False
11. False

3. A 4,000 lb vehicle slides to a stop on two different surfaces. The vehicle slid 95 feet on the
first surface with a drag factor of .85. The vehicle then slid 55 feet on the second surface
with a drag factor of .40.
A. How much energy was dissipated while the vehicle slid across the first surface?
B. How much energy was dissipated while the vehicle slid across the second
surface?
C. What was the velocity of the vehicle at first brake?
The answers will appear in the next issue of The Association.
Questions obtained from the Traffic Accident Reconstruction II course, Center for Public Safety, Northwestern University.

12. False
13. True
14. False
15. True
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PEDAL ERROR CRASHES
n 2009, Toyota began experiencing reports of unexplained
acceleration issues involving
Toyota’s Electronic Throttle Control (ETC) and certain Toyota
models, including the Camary
and Lexus series. The majority
of the complaints involved sudden, unexplained acceleration of
the vehicle, accompanied by the
inability to brake or otherwise
slow the vehicle, which resulted
in fatal crashes in several high
profile cases. The unexplained
acceleration issues perplexed
local and national investigators,
and stymied the manufacturer
and ignited a media frenzy.
Prior to this period of time, Toyota had eight separate investigative actions taken against the
manufacturer between 2000 2008, all involving unexplained
acceleration. Seven of the investigative actions involved the
ETC system. Of the eight reported actions investigated by
NHTSA, six of the events resulted in no recall or action
taken; the remaining two resulted in vehicle recalls to fix
problems. This time was different, however. Examination of
the components found no obvious flaws. In 2010, NASA was
enlisted by NHTSA to analyze
the electronic components in an
effort to find a potential cause
for this event. The end result
was that NASA found no explainable issues related to the ETC
electronics. In only two cases,
solder ‘whiskers’ were found
that might cause a short within
the ETC system. However, that

was not believed to have caused
the unexplained acceleration as
reported.
During the 2000-2008 time
period, Toyota had experienced
acceleration related complaints
as well as sticky acceleration
pedal issues. Most of the complaints related to acceleration
involved the use of improperly
designed all-weather floor mats
and pedal entrapment. The
sticky pedal issue ultimately
resulted in a product recall imposed by NHTSA.
The most recent Toyota investigation found that in nearly all
of the cases, mechanical or
electronic defects involving the
ETC system were not the issue.
Excessive brake pedal use
which resulted in premature
brake fade were blamed in several cases, however. In the
case of brake fade, it was determined that the vehicles involved
in the investigation had brakes
which where designed to brake
the vehicle sufficiently, even at
full throttle. This was tested
and found to be true. Because
of the way the brake system was
designed, complete loss of braking ability would be rare. The
reported brake fade was the
result of excessive brake
‘pumping,’ which overwhelmed
the brakes’ vacuum assist system, creating a hard brake
pedal and diminishing overall
braking ability.
In nearly all of the reported
cases, driver error was to blame.
63% of Toyota’s complaints and
85% of reported crashes occurred at stationary or low initia-

tion speeds. Over half of the
total complaints and a majority
of the crashes occurred during
parking maneuvers. This led
investigators to look at the human factor. In the largest share
of the complaints reported, the
driver was in the process of
some sort of braking when the
vehicle inexplicably accelerated.
Driver error, specifically, pedal
error crashes, has been rarely
studied prior to the Toyota investigation. During the 10 year
period from 2000-2010, only
899 documented pedal misapplication crashes had been reported nationwide. However,
certain states don’t investigate
private property or parking lot
crashes and therefore don’t report these events. States like
North Carolina do investigate
these type of crashes and reported 2,411 crashes involving
pedal misapplications during the
2004-2008 time period. A report issued by NHTSA on Pedal
Error crashes found that females were over-represented in
the number of pedal misapplication crashes. Additionally, a
majority of these crashes occurred in parking lots, but not
necessarily while parking. One
common factor found during
this investigation was that the
driver was a ‘poor’ fit in a car
due to smaller stature, resulting
in difficulty in reaching the pedals. The most crashes occurred
in the age groups of <20 to 29,
and then again at ages >69 to
84.

Sources: “Technical Assessment of Toyota Throttle Control (ETC) Systems,” dated February, 2011, published by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.
“Pedal Error Crashes,: DOT HS 811-605, dated April 2012, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.
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SEMINAR ANNOUNCEMENT

"Motorcycle Crash Investigation”
Wednesday, June 27, 2012 0900-1500 hrs
at the
Plainfield Recreation Center
651 Vestal Road
Plainfield, IN 46168

Note: Some training will take place outside; please come prepared for
weather conditions.

Cost: $50 for IACAI members; $75 for non-members

*No advanced registration is required.*

The Indiana Association of Certified
Accident Investigators
P.O. Box 1566
Warsaw, IN 46581-1566

Registration begins at 08:30am
The Association is published
quarterly as a service to mem-

Questions regarding this seminar may be directed to IACAI
President Kip Shuter
email: kipss@warsawpd.org

bers of the Indiana Association of
Certified Accident Investigators.
Articles submitted are the responsibility of the author; the IACAI
assumes no responsibility
as to an article’s content..

